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“ I kept my culture.
I kept the music , to my roots.
Through my music I became this voice and image
of Africa and the people without even realising
it.”
quote by Miriam Makeba written in her biography (2004)
.

OUR HERITAGE
 During apartheid period our protest and struggle
was captured in music. Songs such as this is still with
us and will forever be so. It talks to that specific
circumstances in the history of the country.
 Passing down of the stories either through music or
orally from generation to generation, the hurt and
pain lingers on.

Part of our heritage are the voices of people :
in music , story telling, and even in time travel events
.
passing on from generation
to generation
Time Travel: Gamalakhe Forced Removals 1968

23 years democracy
23 years is a short period in comparison to centuries of:
 Injustice
 Human rights violation
 Destruction of the fundamental fabric of family life
We were faced with centuries of oppression and
deliberate denial of basic rights, dignity and self worth.

South Africa:
Have we as a country healed?
After democracy , it was necessary to rebuild and
reconstruct our society:
 Roads,
 housing,
 sanitation,
 water...

What about the psychosocial trauma?

Intervention Programmes
• Need in every
community
programmes that would
assist and contribute
towards healing.
An idea social workers /
counsellors employed at
museums and be involved
in this type of outreach
work on a wide scale.

• Peoples history at every
community level are
recorded.
• History books need to
be rewritten from the
peoples perspectives
• People need to be
listened to / respected
and accorded dignity

Are we faced with an angry society?
(Personal opinion)
• We are faced with a society
that is angry
• Either about the past or for
a few the present is no
longer a past haven

• In media, people openly
display racism
• Road rage
• Sporadic incidents of
xenophobia
• Perceptions about race
groups / generalisation
• Question of land issues (
colonialism / apartheid)
• Increase economic
inequality the gap is
widening between the rich
and poor

What makes TT and Applied heritage a powerful
method
IT GOES BEYOND THE BOUNDARIES
IT GOES BEYOND THE EDUCATIONAL FOCUS
IT CONTRIBUTES TO COMMUNITY BUILDING /
DEVELOPMENT AND
EVEN THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION PROGRAMMES

To achieve success: work “TOGETHER”
with many partners municipalities , schools and
other institutions
• Time Travel and Applied heritage
Educator

Social worker

Researcher

Time Travel and
Applied heritage
Historian

Archaeologist

Community
Member

Social Work methods
TT and Applied Heritage reflects elements of all
6 methods
•

Social Case Work

 Individual therapeutic intervention

•

Social Group Work

 specific goal to be achieved in 8 to 10
session

•

Social Community
Organisation

 Community Building

•

Social Action

•

Social Research

•

Social Welfare
Administration

 taking steps to effect positive change
 quantitative and qualitative approaches –
community research.
 overall co-ordination, management of a
programme/ organisation)

A major difference in implementing a TT event- that
makes it a powerful method
• all participants
are actively
engaged;
• You are yourself
in another time
period and
character and it
stays with you
forever.

“ You cannot forget even if you try.”
A comment from one of our
participants

Similarities
TT Principles
•

Focus on local sites and stories :

•

Several partners in the process and in
the event :

•

•

•

Key questions, important issues of
today, connecting to similar issues in
the past:
History from below. The bottom up
approach – about dignity and
acknowledgement of ordinary people
Reflective dialogue: communication
and reflection on a topic , Focus
around the goals .

Social Work
•

In social work, the individual, family and
the community is central and this is the
focus

•

To achieve an outcome, several partners
and professions are needed to achieve an
outcome. Together

•

The goal maybe how to protect eg a child
. The history and child's experiences will
assist in this process.

•

Always several perspective when working
with people and the community

•

Reflective Dialogue

Basic Ethic Values
 Social justice
Social workers challenge social injustice on behalf of vulnerable and
disadvantaged individuals, families, groups and communities. While working in
the communities, this can also be addressed
 Respect for people’s worth, human rights and dignity
Respect the rights of individuals to privacy, confidentiality, self- determination
and autonomy ( oral history recording- given permission)
 Competence: There are many role players and each one brings a certain level
of competence . Working together and bring about the desired outcome. A
multidisciplinary approach.
 Integrity: to be honest, fair and respectful are values in every profession
 Professional responsibility. Time management/ keep appointments/ give
feedback
 Show care and concern for others’ well-being: every person is unique .

Report: 1 October 2015 to 31 March 2017

DURING THIS PERIOD WE HAD
RECEIVED THE 2ND FUNDING FROM
NATIONAL LOTTERIES COMMISSION IN
OCTOBER 2015 .
THIS FUNDING IS NOW CONCLUDED

IMPACT
•
•
•
•

26 TIME TRAVEL EVENTS
DIRECT PARTICIPANTS- 3419
INDIRECT- 50 000
Radio Sunny South- 1 million

(school population, tertiary institutions, tourism
association, training, radio talks, local papers,
newsletters)

•
-

45 jobs created / local community
supported in the area of
Facilitators
Activity leaders
Security
Prop maintenance
Seamstress
Researchers
Local craft makers/ cultural items
Admin staff etc

Support local community e.g.
local persons for site
maintenances, local
accommodation as change
facilities …….

Capacity Building and Training
Highlights
• 18 Presentations: Schools, church / and community
• Training on the methodology- development of
community committees at Emaus Mission, Lourdes,
Gamalakahe, Umzumbe etc
• Oral History recording- Collaboration with Killy Camphell
Library- UKZN
• Research methodology
• Training 2nd Durban University of Technology-2nd Tourism
students
• Scenario Writing – Ebbe Westergren

Restoration of Dignity and Respect –
Victims comes first
• In achieving the objective or goal
of a time travel the VICTIM, the
family or community whose
stories are used for the event
must be given priority and their
needs addressed.
• Restoration of dignity means that
the VICTIM comes first . There
should be consultation, their
space respected and even
counselling. This has to be
carefully managed.
• This has been happening with
the Memela Family and she is
willing for her site to be used for
educational TT events

Gamalakhe Tin Town 1968

HOW IS THIS ACHIEVED / WHAT ABOUTH OTHER
COMMUNITY MEMBERS AND THEIR STORIES
Other Families
Interviewed and accorded the same
respect and acknowledgement
Below, the first Family to have been
forcibly removed- Mrs Daki

Community
Since it was brought to our
notice by Ebbe in 2010, it
became our mission to
document the stories of the
pain and turmoil, the history
of this township.
The First introductory book
to inspire others to
document their stories.
It is a long consultative
community process, and
partnerships with many
institutions.

Goals of the Time Travel – Reflective
Dialogue
• In time travel of human
rights violation, we have to
be careful not to reinforce
social hatred.
• In the time travel where the
goals were about women’s
rights , it was then the a
learner said
“ I know understand what
happened and I h….. That race
group”

• In such time travels, we
should anticipate and be
fully prepared.
• Questions of learners must
be answered.
• There must also be
debriefing / perhaps experts
and enough time should be
spend on reflection section
and even individual sessions
and perhaps follow up ..

20 March 1906

20 March 2015

Support present family members- debriefing, counselling and
acknowledging the important contribution made to SA history

Developed 2 additional sites - research of Catholic Missiontaken approximately 15 months. Initiated in 2013

(All scenarios developed and collaboration is with Ebbe)

Emaus Mission

Lourdes Mission

“If cats and dogs can live together, why not white and black

children? We have tried it and it works.”

Scenario Developed for Time Travel
Activities
Emmaus Mission
Heritage Centre 1904

Lourdes Mission –
1899

Regular time travel events takes place at Emaus Mission, school , church
and community supported.

Research Continue
Principle “ Bottom Up Approach”
Restoring dignity/ Poverty Alleviation and Girl Child
Programme

•
•
•


Important : Engaged the church to undertake community research… this is ongoing
This is one way of restoring and supporting the community
Engaged in poverty alleviation and GIRL CHILD support programmes
Most Important the church together with the community is researching all those that
were part of this church . No names of local persons were ever documented besides the
Missionaries . This need correction

King Shaka TT- Mtwalume 1828

Process

King Shaka naming of Mtwalume
in 1828

• Umzumbe Municipality have
adopted the TT method. Major
events take place at this site
• community are fully engaged
• Now a tourist attraction site
• This site is included in the
tourist magazine

Grave sites adjacent to this site. Local community are determined to identity these
graves. Community theory that some soldiers were killed because they were spies.

Inathi Child and Youth Care Facility
Pilot – therapeutic

Board /
Management
CEO
Staff

children
children
children

Intervention – Multiplying effect
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Developed relationship with CEO

Buy in.. Participation in 3 TTs
Training Board on TT and addressed other
management issues
Training staff on TT and child care related
matters
Regular consultation – made
recommendation for change/ Board
accepted
Planning TT specific to address needs of
children
Institution requested TT on their heritage
– interviewed the founder and recorded
her story
Linked institution to local industryschools jointly in this neighbour attended
career guidance / bursary opportunities –
Youth Day programme
Addressed need– curtained 57 windows
through donations and collaboration with
churches, urban school learners , local
business and our Association
Request for a time travel at the
institutional site- to create a sense of
belonging

Psychological Benefits

• Supports learning
• Develops tourist routes & sites
• Economic contribution
through job creation
• Document new recorded
historical sites & registration
• Improves tolerance and
understanding

• Promotes healing
• Restores dignity
• Social cohesion
• Promoting culture
• Passing on indigenous
knowledge

